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These small marvels are only 
6.7 inches wide, 11.1 inches tall and 
a little more than 9 inches deep, so 
they truly will fit anywhere. With a 
three-position switch on the back, 
optimizing the bass response for 
corner, wall, or neutral (free stand-
ing) placement you can make the 
ported enclosure work anywhere, 
and we were shocked at how well 
the XEO 4s filled the room – even 
when just sitting on a dresser, be-
neath the flat screen. Of course, 
not letting my audiophile sensibili-
ties slip too much, I did have them 
isolated from the dresser surface 
with some cone-like devices!

Available in black or white, 
at $2,399 per pair with match-
ing stands for an additional $350 
these small speakers might seem 
a bit expensive at first, but keep in 
mind they each have a pair of 50 
watt amplifiers inside, digital signal 
processing for the lower frequen-
cies and Hdue to the Pulse Width 
Modulation amp design they do 
not require an external DAC. And 
they’re wireless. Well, mostly wire-
less – each speaker does require  
a power cord.

An end to the past

While the mix and match part of 
being an audiophile is a big part  
of the fun for many, at some point 
it’s worth getting over, especially in 
the case of the XEO 4s. It’s been 
an especially freeing experience  
not stressing over power cords  
and interconnects. And it’s amaz-
ing to see how far Dynaudio has 
improved their wireless delivery in 
just a year since we took a look at 
the XEO 3s. (continued)
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        fter years of hifi taking 

over my life, office and home, 

with speakers, cables and 

racks everywhere, I’ve made 

a big change in my life. I’ve 

moved to an apartment. In 

the effort to simplify and 

downsize, I’m on a quest to 

find great components that 

take up a minimum of space, 

yet still offer up high quality 

sound with a minimum of 

fuss. I must admit, this job 

has made me pretty spoiled, 

but I firmly believe the words 

“lifestyle” and “good sound” 

can comfortably coexist in the 

same paragraph these days. 

Managing editor Rob Johnson 

lives in an urban environment 

as well, so between the two 

By Jeff Dorgay

of us, we will help those of you 

who are space-challenged 

– but not quality-challenged – 

wade through the options.

Pamela was a real trouper, 

helping me lug various 

speakers in and out of the 

new living space, from new to 

vintage, large and small, but 

she drew the line as I made 

noise about the Acoustat 2+2s. 

Of course, my logic being with 

9 ½-foot ceilings, these 8-foot 

monsters would “fit right in.” 

Cross does not describe the 

look I got back. Interestingly, 

the answer was right in front of 

our faces all along – the new 

XEO 4s from Dynaudio that are 

currently in for review.

A

Sound for Small Spaces
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Granted, some audiophiles 
will require DSD and 24/192 ca-
pability, so for them the XEOs 
will not be a fit. But those who 
can live happily ever after with 
24/96 resolution source compat-
ibility of the new XEO Hub will 
be pleasantly surprised at how 
well this entire system works. 
It only takes about five minutes 
to integrate into your home net-
work, and if you don’t have one, 
you can actually hardwire your 
favorite source to the XEOs via 
digital (S/PDIF or optical Toslink), 
USB or a pair of RCA analog line 
level inputs. This came in handy 
incorporating a vintage Thorens 
TD-125 table/SME tonearm and 
Shure M97 cartridge into the 
mix, via the incredibly compact 
Monk phonostage, reviewed in 
this issue. 

A small amount of the analog 
magic is lost in the digital con-
version, streaming the analog 
signal digitally and wirelessly; 
however, it is incredibly fun to 
place a vintage turntable across 
the room where it can be righ-
teously displayed, out of the way 
of acoustic feedback and stream 
your favorite LP. In many aspects 
this can be the best of both 
worlds for those loving the tactile 
aspect of the vinyl medium.

The XEO 4s possess enough 
resolution to discern the differ-
ence between analog and digital 
recordings, and injecting a bit of 
tubey goodness from the Monk 
phonostage adds a bit more to 
the experience, even though 
some may pooh-pooh this as 
coloration. (continued) 

209 N. Victory Blvd., Burbank, California 91502www.aurender.com

Aurender comes with a dedicated Aurender Conductor App, hailed by reviewers worldwide, which has 
been specially tuned for performance and convenience. The Aurender iPad and Android app has been 
developed with a huge music database in mind and exceptionally fast browsing/searching of your 
favorite music. It's very intuitive and easy to use.

TIDAL Enjoy 25 million lossless CD quality music tracks with the world's best sounding Music Server. All Aurender 
Servers and Players support the TIDAL service fully. You can easily play music from your NAS, on Aurender's 
HDD or music from the TIDAL service using the same app.

N100H Caching Network Music Player

Aurender App

· 2TB internal storage 
· 120GB SSD for caching playback
· Cached playback of internal and NAS music files
· Clean USB audio class 2.0 output
· Full linear power supply

· Machined aluminum case; 3.0 inch AMOLED display 

· Gigabit Ethernet LAN Port for Network Connectivity
· Aurender Conductor App controls a variety of 
  modes, including artist name, song title, etc, 
  including TIDAL lossless streaming

NEW
PRODUCT

2015

http://www.aurender.com
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Auditioning a slew of CAN LP’s 
prove trippy enough to do this band 
justice, with interesting electronic ef-
fects bouncing everywhere.

A flip of the switch

Setting up the XEO 4s is remark-
ably quick and easy. Position the 
Xeo Hub in a strategic spot to make 
it easy to plug in whatever ancil-
lary components you require and 
the speakers in a space that makes 
sense for your living environment. 
Thanks to the internal DSP, bass re-
sponse can be optimized for neutral, 
corner or wall placement. All three 
worked incredibly well in my very 
large listening space.

The amount of clean bass these 
tiny speakers provide is impressive, 
yet should you require more low end 
grunt, adding the XEO Link to the 
system will transform any subwoofer 
you have on hand into a wireless 
one, thanks to its line outputs. The 
supplied remote will bind the link to 
the Hub and set your subwoofer free 
from annoying cables that can limit 
its placement. For the better part of 
this review, RELs S/2, which we re-
viewed here, augmented the lowest 
register of the XEO 4s incredibly well 
in my now large 19 x 32-foot living 
and listening space. Whether on the 
desk, next to the bed, or out in the 
living room, the XEO 4 is up to the 
task.

Top of the line components

Using the same core driver technol-
ogies that are employed in Dynau-
dio’s flagship speakers, the XEO 4s 
not only look like top shelf speakers, 
they perform like them too.  
(continued) 

PASS
“Moderation is a fatal thing... Nothing succeeds like excess.”

Xs 300: Dual chassis monoblock
Xs 150: Dual chassis monoblock
Xs Preamp: Dual chassis preamp
Xs Phono: Dual chassis phonopreamp

Pass Laboratories, 13395 New Airport Rd. Suite G, Auburn, CA 95602

Oscar Wilde

https://passlabs.com
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As I’ve mentioned before, 
because these are self 
contained, they do not 
require any speaker or in-
terconnect cables, and I 
didn’t notice a substantial 
upgrade to the sound by 
using aftermarket power 
cords, but I did notice a 
smoother, more delicate 
high end by investing in a 
modest power conditioner 
– in this case the IsoTek 
EVO3 Sirius power strip. 
But now you’re headed 
down the path of the 
crazed audiophile, so be-
ware!

Implementation of the 
rest of the XEO 4 is also 
flagship speaker quality in 
a small, compact pack-
age. These modestly sized 
speakers are as exqui-
sitely constructed as the 
$82,000 Evidence Platinum 
speakers residing in the 
TONEAudio studio. The 
longer I listen to the XEO 
4s the more the family re-
semblance comes through. 
The same smoothness 
throughout the tonal range, 
coupled with a dynamic 
punchy sound that is 
never harsh or overbearing 
makes for hours of  
un-fatiguing listening.

Dynaudio specs bass 
response to be down 3dB 
at 45Hz and the XEO 4s 
deliver, especially when 
placed in close proximity  
to the walls or corners.  
(continued) 
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CLICK TO LEARN MORE

The End of Obsolescence
ULTRA-QUIET • MODULAR • AWESOME

Compared to separate components,
LIO will sound better, cost you thousands less, 

and never become obsolete.

The Rebirth of Lasting Value
LIO is a refreshing new concept in 
high performance audio: a system 
platform you can configure, upgrade 
and evolve to fulfill your changing 
audio needs. LIO’s user replaceable 
Performance Modules include a 
phono preamp, tube linestage, 
DSD/PCM DAC, power amplifier, 
and headphone amplifier. LIO is any 
one of these components, or all of 
them.

Ultimate Resolution
LIO includes an all-new, 
patent-pending power supply that 
completely isolates all audio circuitry 
from the AC mains power at all 
times. You don’t need expensive 
power filters, power cords, or 
conditioners to achieve ultra-low 
noise and the ultimate in musical 
resolution.

http://vinnierossi.com
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As with any traditional mini 
monitor, moving them out in 
the room makes for a bigger, 
more spacious stereo im-
age, with a slight compromise 
in low frequency extension, 
though Dynaudio’s DSP en-
gine does an exceptional job 
at compensating. If anything, 
the XEO 4s still deliver excel-
lent bass response out in the 
room; they just won’t play as 
loud, because the woofers and 
amplifiers run out of power 
and excursion. So you can en-
joy the Bombay Dub Orches-
tra, just not at discotheque 
levels. 

With a wide range of 
wireless speakers to choose 
from, Dynaudio has entered 
the game later than other 
players, but they have 
arrived with a top of the 
line contender. There are 
a number of options in the 
$400–$1,000 range, but none 
feature the combination of 
aesthetic elegance and audio 
performance combined with 
the engineering depth and 
prowess that Dynaudio brings 
to the table.  

If you want top quality 
sound with a minimal footprint, 
Dynaudio’s XEO 4 is the way 
to roll. And should you need 
more bass without going to a 
subwoofer, consider the XEO 
6 floorstanding system. We’ll 
have a pair for review soon.

www.dynaudio.com

Climbing 
the Ladder
Climbing the ladder of AudioQuest interconnect cables leads to 
better and better performance, thanks to less and less interference 
from the cable.

This is made possible by the use of superior materials and the 
implementation of increasingly more sophisticated construction 
techniques, such as: the progression from Long-Grain Copper to solid 
Perfect-Surface Silver, from Foamed-PE insulation to FEP Air-Tubes, 
from Metal-Layer Noise-Dissipation System to multi-layer Carbon-
Based NDS, from low-distortion Gold-Plated terminations to extreme-
purity Red Copper plugs with Hanging-Silver plating, and more.

Despite their di� erences, our Bridges & Falls, Rivers, and Elements 
audio interconnects are all closely related. Follow the color code: 
Chicago is a bigger, better version of Evergreen, but PSC copper–
based Golden Gate is clearly better. Red River is a Triple-Balanced 
bigger, better version of Golden Gate, but doesn’t o� er the further 
advantages of Big Sur—and so it goes, on up to Wind.

The reason for the two sides of the ladder is simple: The Double-
Balanced Bridges & Falls cables can be � tted with a choice of RCA 
plugs, 3.5mm mini-plug, 3.5mm female, or DIN plugs (usually 
for Naim electronics). The Triple-Balanced (except Chicago) Rivers 
& Elements cables can be � tted with RCA or balanced XLR plugs.

The Triple-Balanced progression continues upward through top 
Element Series cable Fire—a remarkable cable fully deserving its 
nickname “WEL Jr.,” as it uses all the same materials and construction 
techniques as the Wild and WEL models, at a smaller scale.

Start at the bottom, where the AQ value system is already 100% 
evident, or climb as high as you like. Keep climbing until the 
incremental cost of the higher model is no longer the least 
expensive way to make the most improvement—but beware, 
you might � nd yourself at the top of the ladder or beyond before 
reaching that point.

Sincerely,

William E. Low
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http://www.audioquest.com



